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Preview Abstract
Located in the Gulf of Mexico in nearly 8,000 feet of water, the Perdido development is the world’s deepest spar
and Shell’s first Smart Field®[1] in the Western hemisphere.  Jointly developed by Shell, BP, and Chevron, the spar
and the subsea equipment connected to it will eventually capture approximately an order of magnitude more data
than is collected from any other Shell-designed and managed development currently operating in the Gulf of
Mexico.  This paper will describe Shell’s Smart Fields design philosophy, briefly explain the five design elements
that underpin “smartness” in Shell’s North and South American operations—specifically, remote assisted
operations, exception-based surveillance, collaborative work environments, hydrocarbon development tools and
workflows, and Smart Fields Foundation IT infrastructure—and shed light on the process by which a highly
customized Smart Fields development and management plan was put together for Perdido.
Introduction
The Perdido Development
Jointly developed by Shell, BP, and Chevron, the Perdido area is located in the Western Gulf of Mexico about 250
miles south of Houston, TX, and six miles north of Mexican territorial waters.  The Perdido development consists of
three fields—Great White, Silver Tip, and Tobago—whose produced fluids travel to a shared spar located
offshore.  The spar is equipped with full oil, gas, and water processing facilities that are capable of handling
production rates up to 100,000 bbls/day of oil and 200 million scf/day of gas.  Figure 1 shows an illustration of the
spar.  The three fields’ subsurface structures are considered to be quite geologically complex, but the task of
managing these technical uncertainties is made even more difficult by the fact that Perdido is operating in nearly
8,000 feet of water, which is deeper than any other spar in the world.  Several world records were broken en route
to bringing Perdido online, including “Deepest Subsea Completion” (9,627 feet), “Deepest Drilling and Production
Spar” (7,817 feet), and “Deepest Pipeline Tie-In” (4,520 feet).  In addition to breaking these records, Perdido also
has the distinction of being Shell’s first fully operational Smart Field in the Western hemisphere.
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